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I.

Abstract
Recent development and heavy market demands for electronic devices suggest
need of novel device material with greater efficiency and exceptional
characteristics to enhance device performance. Therefore, Carbon, Carbon
nanotubes (CNT) and graphene are considered as the most suitable device
materials for replacing silicon material in future. Moreover, one of the most
significant and fascinating device material is Graphene nanoribbon (GNR) which
exhibits several exceptional electrical and mechanical characteristics and high
compatibility with lithographic process on graphene sheets makes GNR a suitable
candidate to replace silicon. A full quantum transport model is developed and
simulated for a double gate GNRFET device using Non Equilibrium Green’s
function (NEGF) approach. This paper provides physical modeling of GNRFET
and investigates the device characteristics and performance based on I ON/IOFF ratio
and subthreshold slope parameters for GNRFET with different high-k dielectric
gate oxide materials and oxide thickness. The paper reports an ION/IOFF ratio of
2.32x103 and subthreshold slope of 73.74.
Index Terms—scaling, CNT, graphene, GNR, NEGF, ION/IOFF ratio,
subthreshold slope, high-k dielectric

INTRODUCTION

Graphene consists of several exceptional physical, electrical
and thermal characteristics. The Graphene properties such as
extreme high carrier mobility, zero bandgap and great tensile
strength provide great strength towards numerous applications
such asflexible sensor devices, broadband detectors and
piezoelectric equipment [1]-[3].The utilization of electronic
devices and integrated circuits becomes limited while using
graphene material due to the absence of bandgap in graphene
with large area. Moreover, the utilization of graphene in
switching applications also becomes limited as current on/off
becomes complex and critical processdue to absence of
bandgap. The above mentioned challenges reduces utilization of
graphene over silicon in these applications. Therefore, only
Graphene Nanoribbon (GNR) which are graphene thin stripes
can utilized for these applications.
For the development of Nano scale devices and Nano
electrochemical systems, Graphene Nanoribbon (GNR) has
emerged as the most suitable device material. The electrical
characteristics of GrapheneNanoribbons gains even more
strength due to the presence of chirality effect, sharp edges as
well as lower size factor. GNR consists of numerous
exceptional mechanical, electrical, optical and thermal
characteristics just like CNT. Moreover, GNR contains
fascinating mechanical characteristics with high thermal
Published by: The Mattingley Publishing Co., Inc.

conductivity. GNR has high potential of becoming a great
electricity conductor. Recent studies claims that thin Graphene
Nanoribbon material shows semiconducting properties due to
the presence of quantum tunnelling effect which can help in
producing bandgap [4-5]. Moreover, Graphene nanoribbon
(GNR) can emerge as highly compatible material for Field
Effect Transistor (FETs) as GNRs are highly influenced by the
external electrical fields [6]. Furthermore, GNR fabrication are
segregated into two basic top-down fabrication approach and
bottom-up fabrication approach. The fabrication of GNRs take
place using lithographic process on graphene sheets or with the
help of unzipping Carbon Nanotubes (CNT) in top-down
approach [7-8]. Satisfactory results are acquired in this
approach [9-10]. However, the edges and GNR widths are not
precise in this approach. Thus, Bottom-up GNR fabrication
approach can utilized to handle this type of GNR challenges
[11-13]. The bottom-up approach provide chances of
fabricating large-scale ribbons with similar characteristics and
structures and also provide full control over GNR electronic
structures. With the high influence of applied electric field,
GNR bandgap betweenconduction and valence band can be
dragged towards mid rage of infrared energies from zero.
Several researchers have shown their interest in making
available Graphene Nanoribbon (GNR) material for numerous
switching, electronic integrated circuit applications by opening
up bandgap in GNR devices. Some of the research work has
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been presented in following paragraph. In [14], a hysteresis
effect of Graphene Nanoribbon material is demonstrated for
Field effect transistor. This work shows transmission of charge
carriers in GNR devices using electric transport characteristics
and opening of bandgap. In [15], a detailed study of Graphene
Nanoribbon FET devices is presented considering four separate
gate insulators. This work also mention about the importance of
using dielectric constants. In [16], a study of performance
enhancement metrics is presented for Nanoribbon FET devices.
Moreover, this work also discusses about the effect of dielectric
constants in GNR. In [17], a study of Nanoribbon FET devices
is presented for opening up bandgap and for channel material
efficiency while enhancement while maintaining high carrier
mobility. In [18], a carbon based Nanoribbon FET device is
introduced for providing precise methods for the transmission
of charge carriers in nanoribbon devices. Based on their widths,
bandgap and current on/off ratio are determined. However,
practical implementation of these techniques is complex and far
away.
Thus, the transmission of charge carriers in GNRs can
studied by following three methods. First is classical approach,
second is semi-classical approach and last is quantum
mechanics based approach. The classical approach works on the
principles of Newton’s law like charge-collection equations
[19]. However, the operation of classical approach becomes
limited in case of sub-nanometer channel lengths. Moreover,
semi-classical approach is also not suitable for charge carrier
tunneling. Therefore, quantum mechanics based approach is the
most suitable method for charge carrier tunneling for a short
channel GNRFET [20, 21]. The most significant and effective
method for obtaining precise bottom-up device simulation is
Non-Equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF).This method obtain
solutions for Schrodinger equation based on quantum tunneling
effect in non-equilibrium state. Furthermore, NEGF method
gives information about atomistic channel details, carrier
transmission scattering and contact points in the channel.
TheNEGF method utilizes device Hamiltonian which can be
segregated into two parts such as real space NEGF formulation
and mode space NGEF formulation [22]. Here, real space
NEGF formulation can utilized for any geometry whereas mode
space NEGF formulation divides the device simulations into
group of 1D issues over a sub-band.
Furthermore, gate dielectric scaling is required for the precise
scaling of channel. The scaling of state-of-art 𝑆𝑖 𝑂2 gate
dielectric is very challenging process due to which performance
of GNRFET can get affected. However, downwards scaling of
𝑆𝑖 𝑂2 gate dielectric can enhance gate leakage current and can
cause oxide breakdown. Therefore, high-k dielectrics is the
most suitable dielectric constant for replacing 𝑆𝑖 𝑂2 gate
dielectric to obtain low leakage current and great current on-off
ratio. Moreover, the presence of high-k dielectrics constant can
enhance device performance and output characteristics to a
significant level. The utilization of high-k dielectrics constant
can enhance switching speed as well as obtained drain current.
The current work formulate a complete quantum carrier
transmission model which works upon NEGF formulation for a
Published by: The Mattingley Publishing Co., Inc.

Graphene Nanoribbon FET (GNRFET). GNRFET is formulated
with a double gated high k-dielectric material to decrease
leakage current as well as short channel effect. The paper also
explores the different high-k dielectrics as gate oxide materials
with different gate oxidethicknesses for application towards
graphene FETs with an improved ION/IOFF ratio and
subthreshold slope.
The paper is presented in the following form. Section II
describes about the NGEF formulation for the charge carrier
transmission and GNRFET simulations for the modelled device.
Section III, discusses about simulation outcomes link to various
gate oxide dielectrics and gate oxide thicknesses while Section
IV concludes the paper.

II. MODELING OF GNRFET DEVICE
A. Quantum Transport
Transport simulations which are dependent on Quantum
approach is the most proficient method. In this approach, the
length of device is significantly reduced which makes quantum
approach more meaningful and provide outstanding outcomes.
Moreover, NEGF approach is one of the most precise quantum
approach which presents atomistic specifications of channel
substances. Furthermore, it ensures precise outcomes and
provide great understanding towards GNRFET performance for
channel lengths < 10nm as well as carrier transmission take
place in the medium which occurs as an impact of exposure. To
get even border and minimum variations, the NEGF approach is
adopted in GNRFET using mode space methodology. This
mechanism ensures high throughout and computational benefits
with significant simulation efficiency. A frequentative
algorithm is presented in Figure 1&Figure 2 to evaluate
potential description with the help of electrostatic and transport
solutions. Poisson’s and transport equations are utilized to
evaluate potential description and charge density. Then, bias
current can be determined easily. The summation of hole and
electron density is recognized as the total charge density of the
channel.

Figure 1:Self consistent electrostatic & transport
computations
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respective level expansion function and Hamiltonian
matrix are obtained. The Hamiltonian matrix obtained
using the transport simulations which are dependent on
Quantum NGEF formulation approach are same as
obtained in the cased of Tight Binding. The actual
mass model which is dependent on positional energy is
utilized for obtaining non-parabolic band structure and
presented by following equations,
𝑏𝑔 𝑣, 𝑃
𝑃 − 𝑃𝑙 𝑔 𝑣
𝑏𝑔 ∗ 1 +
𝑖𝑓 𝑃 > 𝑃𝑗 𝑔 𝑣
𝑃𝑦 𝑔 𝑣
(3)
=
𝑃𝑤 𝑔 𝑣 − 𝑃
∗
𝑔
𝑏𝑔 1 +
𝑖𝑓 𝑃 < 𝑃𝑗 𝑣
𝑃𝑦 𝑔 𝑣
The delayed Green’s function is determined based on
the evaluated Hamiltonian.
𝑔

𝐻𝑔 𝑃 = 𝑃𝑁 − 𝐾𝑔 −

Figure 2: Iterative solution flowchart
The bias current can determined using following stages:
Stage 1: For a particular width and zero potential slab,
the actual mass of bottommost sub-bands are
determined with the help of tight binding (TB)
calculation. This mechanism can further utilized for
consecutive transport computations. The required
details of consecutive transport computations for GNR
sub-bands are obtained using Tight Binding
computations with slab length 3acc and 2Na atoms. The
matrix components such as 𝛿 𝑡 atom and 𝜆𝑡 atom
inside the 𝑎𝑡 slab and 𝑏 𝑡 slab respectively of the
Hamiltonian are shown in the following equation,
𝐾𝑎𝛿 ,𝑏𝜆 = 𝐾 0 𝑎𝛿 ,𝑏𝜆 + 𝜌𝑎𝛿 ,𝑏𝜆 𝛾𝑎𝛿

𝑃𝑔 𝑥 −

1

2

2

+

𝑃𝑔 (𝑋)
𝑃𝑦 𝑔

=

𝑧 2𝑥 2
2𝑏𝑔 ∗

(4)

𝑑

𝑆

The GNR channel DOS (Density of States) contains
acute levels at the least energies of sub-bands due to
quantum effect. This happens before the GNR channel
become linked with source and drain exposure points.
Simultaneously, at source and drain exposure points a
relentless distribution of states takes place. Moreover,
relentless state outcomes and discretized coupling in a
state spread from channel to exposure points and
exposure points to channel take place for certain
energy range. The level expansion measures can
determined as following,
𝑔

𝑔
𝑑

−

𝑔+
𝑑 )

𝑔

𝑔
𝑆

−

𝑔+
𝑆 )

𝜒𝑑 =i(
𝜒𝑆 =i(

(5)

Stage 4: Source and drain correlation functions and
their respective hole and electron numbers are
computed as follows,
𝐻𝑔<

𝑔<

𝑔<

𝑃 = 𝐻𝑔 𝑃 [

(𝑃)]𝐻𝑔+ 𝑃

𝑃 +
𝑑

𝑆

(2)

Stage 2: The energies and the wave-function are
determined using preliminary potential distribution for
a sub-band which can termed as longitudinal direction
function. This can achieved using successive tightbinding computation for each GNR slab only at 𝑥 = 0.
Stage 3: For a particular sub-band parameters such as
Green’s function, exposure self-energies and their
Published by: The Mattingley Publishing Co., Inc.

−1

(1)

The one-dimensional quantum impact of the carriers
expands band gap and mitigates the velocity of
electrons and band recti-linearity close to Dirac point.
The actual mass model is utilized to revise nonlinearity of every sub-band.
𝑃𝑦 𝑔

𝑔

−

(6)
𝐻𝑔> 𝑃 = 𝐻𝑔 𝑃 [

𝑔>

𝑇/𝑆

𝑇/𝑆

(𝑃)]𝐻𝑔+ 𝑃

𝑃 +
𝑑

𝑔<

𝑔>

𝑔>

𝑆
𝑔

𝑃 = 𝑗 𝜒𝑇/𝑆 𝜓 𝑇/𝑆 (𝑃)
𝑔

𝑃 = 𝑗 𝜒𝑇/𝑆 [1 − 𝜓 𝑇/𝑆 (𝑃)]

(7)
(8)
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𝑃 − 𝑃𝑄𝑇/𝑆

𝜓 𝑇/𝑆 𝑃 = [1 + exp

𝑋𝐺 𝑅

]−1

(9)
𝑁𝑆𝑇

At 𝑎, 𝛿 atom positionthe hole and electron number is
determined using following equations,

2𝑓
=
𝑧

∞

𝑅 𝑃 [ 𝜓𝑑 𝑃 − 𝜓𝑆 (𝑃)]𝑑𝑃

(18)

−∞
𝑔

𝑔

𝑅𝑔 𝑃 = 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒[𝜒𝑑 𝐻𝑔 𝜒𝑆 𝐻𝑔+ ]

(19)

∞

𝑎𝑎𝛿 = −2𝑗

−1

2𝜋

𝐻 < 𝑎, 𝛿; 𝑎, 𝛿; 𝑃 𝑑𝑃]

𝑃 𝑗 𝑎,𝛿
𝑃 𝑗 𝑎,𝛿

𝐸𝑎𝛿 = 2𝑗

(
(10)
B. GNRFET Structure

2𝜋

−1

𝐻 > (𝑎, 𝛿; 𝑎, 𝛿; 𝑃)𝑑𝑃]

(
VS=0

−∞

Here, 𝑃𝑗 𝑎, 𝛿 represents the fermi level of intrinsic type and the
charge of electron and hole is evaluated using above equations.
Besides, Equation (10) and Equation (11) further composed into
following equation,
∞
𝑔
[ |𝜍𝑎𝛿 |2

𝑎𝑎𝛿 = −2𝑗

𝑔

[ |𝜍𝑎𝛿 |2

𝐸𝑎𝛿 = 2𝑗

−1

2𝜋

Hg<

𝑎, 𝑎; 𝑃 𝑑𝑃]

(12)

𝑔

2𝜋

−1

Hg> (𝑎, 𝑎; 𝑃)𝑑𝑃]

(13)

−∞

Stage 5: The Poisson Equation is utilized for evaluating
novel potential energy for the hole and electron numbers.
Then, the 3-dimensional Poisson equation is given by,
𝜉 (𝑐 )𝛾𝑎𝛿 (𝑐 )𝑓𝐹 (𝑐 )

(14)

Stage 6: The coverage state is given by following equation,
𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝛾𝑎𝛿 − 𝛾𝑎𝛿
= 𝜚

(15)

Stage 7: The Transmission FunctionR (P) is utilized for
drain current calculation by following equation,
𝑓2
𝑧

∞
−∞ 𝑔

4
ℜ 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝐾 𝑎, 𝑎 + 1 𝐻 < 𝑎
𝑓

(16)

+ 1, 𝑎 ; 𝑃 𝑑𝑃
Where, ℜ represents the real part and 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒 represents
index and 𝑧 denotes plank constant.
𝑁𝑆𝑇 =

𝑓2
𝑧

∞
−∞ 𝑔

Source

LG
tox High-k dielectric layer Graphene

VD
Drain

h-BN
High-k dielectric layer
Metal gate
(Back Gate)
VG

Figure 3: Double gate GNRFET structure

𝑔
𝑃𝑗 𝑣
𝑔
𝑃𝑗 (𝑣)

𝑔

𝑁𝑆𝑇 =

(Top Gate)
VG
Metal gate

(11)

4
ℜ 𝐾𝑔 𝑎, 𝑎 + 1; 𝑃 Hg< 𝑎, 𝑎
𝑓

(17)

+ 1; 𝑃 𝑑𝑃
Moreover, the equation (17) can be decomposed into
following form,
Published by: The Mattingley Publishing Co., Inc.

The double gate GNRFET structure is shown in Figure 3. A
sandwich structure with two insulator layers sandwiching the
GNR layer is simulated. The device has a double metal gate
topology which provides maximum gate electrostatic control
over the GNR channel. A buffer layer of h-BN layer above the
GNR layer reduces the trapped impurities. The proposed
structure has a high-k dielectric layer and h-BN layer. The
combined structure gives an improved effective oxide thickness
(EOT). The length of intrinsic GNR channel is 7.5nm and the
symmetric regions of GNR channel are heavily doped with
concentration of 0.01 n-type dopants per carbon atom and
connected to metallic contacts. The dielectric layer thickness is
varied for parametric studies. Also, the device is simulated for
two different high-k dielectrics HfO2 and TiO2 with different
dielectric thicknesses. The results are presented in Section III.

III. SIMULATION & RESULTS
The device described in Section II is simulated to obtain
drain current under different bias conditions. NEGF formulation
as described in Figure 2 and Figure 3 is used for full quantum
transport modelling in MATLAB. The device is simulated to
obtain drain current characteristics for different gate oxide
thicknesses of 1nm, 2.5nm, 5nm, 7.5nm and 10nm.It was
demonstrated in [23]that GNRFET with GNR index (3p+1,0)
gives better performance than the (3p,0). In this paper, GNR
index of (13,0) belonging to (3p+1,0) family is selected for
simulations.
The characteristics simulated and studied are the drain
current with respect to varying drain and gate biases, device
trans-conductance, ION/IOFF ratio and the subthreshold slope.
While the drain current characteristics gives insight into the
basic device performance, the last two parameters present the
quality of device operation as a switch. The I ON/IOFF ratio and
the subthreshold slope are important characteristics for a device
4704
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operated as a switch wherein the OFF state current is a concern.
These two parameters are also important from the perspective
of low power devices where in again the OFF state current
plays an important role in deciding the power consumption of
the device.

Figure 6: Trans-conductance withHfO2 as the gate oxide

Figure 4: ID-VDS characteristics with HfO2 as the gate oxide

Figure 4presents the ID-VDS characteristics of GNRFET with
HFO2 as the dielectric for different dielectric thicknesses. The
plot shows a decrease in drain current with decrease in
dielectric thickness. Also, the slope of drain current plot w.r.t
drain source bias increases with the dielectric thickness. The
increasing slope depicts drain induced barrier lowering in the
device.
Figure 5 shows the drain current with respect to gate source
bias. The plot shows an improved OFF state operation for lower
oxide layer thickness. The threshold voltage for the device can
be approximated from the trans-conductance plot in Figure 6
which shows a preferred threshold voltage of around 0.4V for
dielectric thickness of 1nm.

Similar characteristics are presented in Figure 7-Figure 9 for
TiO2 as the gate dielectric material. There is a reduced drain
current in the ID-VDS characteristics. However, for the ID-VGS
the drain currents are comparable for the two dielectric oxide
materials. Moreover, the performance across the dielectric
oxide thickness is more uniform for TiO2 than HfO2 with
comparable threshold voltages.Figure 10 shows the subthreshold
slope for the device.

Figure 7: ID-VDS characteristics with TiO2 as the gate oxide

Figure 5: ID-VGS characteristics with HfO2 as the gate oxide

Published by: The Mattingley Publishing Co., Inc.
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ratios as well as subthreshold slope. This can be attributed to
the higher dielectric constant of TiO2 as compared to HfO2.
Also a thinner gate oxide gives better ION/IOFF performance and
subthreshold slope.
TABLE I: Performance comparison for different gate oxide
thicknesses and gate dielectric materials

tox
(nm)
1nm
2.5nm
5nm
7.5nm
10nm
Figure 8: ID-VGS characteristics with TiO2 as the gate oxide

Ion/Ioff
TiO2
HfO2
2
3
3.74x10
2.32x10
597.1
1.84
114
4.33
35.2
2.08
17.1
1.40

Subthreshold
slope (mV/dec)
TiO2
HfO2
100.1
73.74
85.6
147.06
124.4
280.89
197.23 507.61
282.486 1010.1

A comparison with similar works across available literature is
presented in TABLE II. The present works reports an overall
improved performance in terms of ION/IOFF performance and
subthreshold slope.
TABLE II: Performance comparison with other works

Figure 9: Transconductance for TiO2 as the gate oxide

Channel
material

Ion/Ioff

Si Fin
MoS2 with sub
10nm channel
HP Logic

1 x103
1 x107

SNM (double
gate)
CNT
Grpahene
nano ribbon

Subthresh
old slope
(mV/dec)
125
120

Ref

[24]
[25]

1.35
x104
1.2 x104

-

[26]

74

[24]

1x104
2.32x10

94
73.74

[27]
This
work

3

IV. CONCLUSION
GNRFET device was simulated with different dielectric
oxide materials and dielectric oxide thicknesses. The device
characteristics are presented and it is concluded that TiO2 highk dielectric with a thinner gate oxide gives an improved
performance as compared to HfO2.
The results are compared with other works reported in the
literature and improved ION/IOFF ratio of 2.32x103 and
subthreshold slope of 73.74 is obtained.
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